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              Herbal Slimming Green Tea (20 Sachets Per Pack)
              Rs.450
               

SAC Herbal Slimming Tea 20 Sachets Per box Strawberry and Raspberry Flavor A tasteful and very effective Experience to be used daily for best results It contains natural ingredients that help to boost metabolism and burn fat without sacrificing flavor. With regular use, you'll enjoy the benefits of weight loss and better health overall.
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              Moringa Herbal Green Tea (20 Sachets Per Pack)
              Rs.410
              Experience natural wellness with exquisite Moringa Herbal Tea, a refreshing and nourishing beverage to awaken and elevate your mood. SAC-Amdem Moringa Herbal Tea is sourced from the leaves of the revered Moringa oleifera tree, native to the foothills of the Himalayas in India. The herbal infusion offers a delightful combination of health benefits and a truly satisfying taste.

Moringa oleifera referred to as the "Tree of Life" has been treasured for centuries in Ayurvedic and traditional medicine for its remarkable nutritional content and therapeutic properties. The moringa tree leaves are full of vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants that help support a healthy lifestyle.

We handpick the freshest Moringa leaves from sustainable and organic farms, ensuring the highest quality and purity of the ingredients. The leaves are then carefully washed and shade-dried to preserve their potent nutrients. This meticulous process guarantees the maximum goodness of Moringa herbal tea in every cup of our tea.

The blend is crafted expertly to bring out distinct, mildly sweet flavors of Moringa herbal tea, providing an enjoyable tea-drinking experience. The Moringa Herbal Tea offers the perfect balance of flavor and wellness.

Discover the rejuvenating properties of Moringa herbal tea. Embrace a cup of nature's finest and experience.

Benefits

The consumption of Moringa herbal tea offers a wide range of health benefits, thanks to the rich nutritional profile of Moringa oleifera leaves. Here are some of the incredible benefits you can enjoy by incorporating Moringa herbal tea into your daily routine:

Packed with Nutrients:

 Moringa leaves are a rich source of essential vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants, including vitamin C, vitamin A, calcium, iron, and potassium, providing a potent boost to your overall health.

Boosts Immunity: 

The high concentration of vitamin C and antioxidants in Moringa herbal tea helps strengthen the immune system, protecting the body against infections and illnesses.

Natural Anti-Inflammatory: 

Moringa tea contains bioactive compounds with anti-inflammatory properties that can help reduce inflammation and soothe various inflammatory conditions.

Aids Digestion: 

Moringa tea supports digestive health by promoting proper digestion and easing gastrointestinal issues such as bloating and constipation.

Enhances Energy Levels: 

The abundance of vitamins and minerals in Moringa herbal tea provides a natural energy boost, combating fatigue and increasing vitality.

Supports Brain Health: 

The antioxidants present in Moringa tea can help protect brain cells from oxidative stress, potentially supporting cognitive function and memory.

Promotes Healthy Skin: 

The antioxidants and vitamin E in Moringa herbal tea contribute to healthy, radiant skin by combating free radicals and supporting collagen production.

Balances Blood Sugar: 

Some studies suggest that Moringa tea may help regulate blood sugar levels, making it beneficial for individuals with diabetes or those at risk of developing the condition.

Regulates Blood Pressure: 

Moringa tea's natural diuretic properties may assist in managing blood pressure levels and promoting cardiovascular health.

Anti-Aging Properties: 

The antioxidants in Moringa tea help fight free radicals, reducing the effects of aging on the body and promoting overall longevity.

Weight Management:

 Drinking Moringa herbal tea may support weight loss efforts due to its nutrient density and potential ability to reduce cravings.

Bone Health: 

Moringa tea is a good source of calcium and phosphorus, essential minerals for maintaining strong and healthy bones.

Detoxification:

 Moringa herbal tea can aid in detoxifying the body by supporting liver function and promoting the elimination of waste and toxins.

Antibacterial and Antifungal: 

Some compounds in Moringa tea possess natural antibacterial and antifungal properties, helping to combat infections.

Stress Relief:

 The soothing properties of Moringa herbal tea can help reduce stress and promote relaxation, making it an excellent beverage for unwinding after a long day.

Direction

Boiling Water: 

Bring fresh, filtered water to a rolling boil. Let the water cool for a minute before pouring it over the Moringa tea leaves.

Tea Infuser/Teapot: 

If using loose Moringa tea leaves, place it in a tea infuser for teapot. If you have Moringa tea bags, simply use one tea bag per cup.

Steeping Time: 

Allow the Moringa tea to steep for approximately 5 to 7 minutes. It will give you a flavorful and nutrient-rich brew.

Sweetener (Optional):

 If desired, you can add natural sweeteners like honey, stevia, or agave to enhance the taste.

Additional Ingredients (Optional): 

Add lemon slices or a pinch of cinnamon to add flavor and health benefits.

Serving: 

Pour the brewed Moringa tea into your favorite teacup or mug.

Frequency:

 Moringa tea can be consumed daily as part of a balanced diet and a healthy lifestyle.

Time of Day: 

Moringa tea can be enjoyed at any time of day. Some people prefer it in the morning for an energy boost, while others find it soothing before bedtime.

Caution: 

If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medications, or have any underlying health conditions, consult your healthcare provider before adding Moringa tea to your daily routine.

Remember, Moringa tea is a supplement to a healthy diet and lifestyle. It should not replace any prescribed medications or treatments. Enjoy the tea mindfully and savor its potential health benefits.

Conclusion

In conclusion, Moringa herbal tea offers myriad potential health benefits, from providing essential nutrients and antioxidants to supporting the immune system and aiding digestion. With its natural energy-boosting properties and anti-inflammatory effects, this tea can be valuable in a balanced and healthy lifestyle. However, it is essential to approach Moringa tea as a supplement, not a replacement for medical advice or prescribed treatments. Embrace the goodness of Moringa tea with caution, seeking advice from healthcare professionals if you have any pre-existing health conditions. So, savor a cup of Moringa tea, knowing that it may contribute to your well-being when consumed mindfully and as part of a holistic approach to health.
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              /products/chicken-powder-1kg-pack
              Chicken Powder 1Kg Pack SAC
              Rs.595
              Experience the peak of delectable chicken flavor with SAC Chicken Powder! Our powder is made from top-notch chicken ingredients and is free of MSG and any other harmful components — delivering only unparalleled, mouthwatering flavor! Try Chicken Powder 1Kg Pack SAC today!
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              Chamomile Herbal Green Tea  (20 Sachets Per Pack)
              Rs.410
              Chamomile herbal tea is a popular and soothing beverage enjoyed worldwide for its calming properties and delightful flavor. Tea has a rich history and a long-standing tradition as a natural remedy for various ailments.

Chamomile, scientifically known as Matricaria chamomilla or Chamaemelum nobile, is an herbaceous plant belonging to the Asteraceae family. It is native to regions of Europe, Asia, and North Africa. The plant has delicate, daisy-like white flowers with yellow centers that exude a gentle, apple-like fragrance.The flowers for chamomile herbal tea were harvested when they bloomed. These blossoms dried naturally in the sun or through air drying to preserve their therapeutic compounds and flavors. The dried chamomile flowers are then ready to be transformed into a soothing and healthful infusion.

Chamomile herbal tea is derived exclusively from the flowers of the chamomile plant. These flowers contain essential oils, antioxidants, and other bioactive compounds responsible for the tea's well-known health benefits and relaxing effects. The most common species used for tea production are German chamomile (Matricaria chamomilla) and Roman chamomile (Chamaemelum nobile). Both types share similar properties, making them suitable for brewing the delightful chamomile herbal tea we all know and love.


Throughout history, chamomile herbal tea has been cherished for its gentle nature, making it a popular choice for promoting relaxation, relieving stress, and aiding sleep. Its delicate, slightly sweet taste and aromatic profile make it an inviting option for those seeking a calming and caffeine-free alternative to traditional teas.

Whether enjoyed as a comforting bedtime ritual or a soothing remedy for everyday stress, chamomile herbal tea continues to be embraced for its natural goodness and therapeutic benefits. As we delve deeper into the world of this ancient herbal infusion, we discover its time-honored reputation as a cherished herbal remedy that brings a sense of tranquility to tea lovers around the globe.

The best time to take Herbal tea

The best time to take chamomile herbal tea depends on personal preferences and the benefits you wish to derive from it. Chamomile tea is a versatile beverage that can be enjoyed throughout the day, and each time has its unique advantages. Here are some suggested times to consider:

Evening and Bedtime: 

One of the most popular times to drink chamomile tea is in the evening or before bedtime. Chamomile's calming and relaxing properties can help soothe the nerves, reduce stress, and promote a sense of tranquility, making it an excellent choice for unwinding after a long day. Many people find that drinking chamomile tea before bedtime aids in falling asleep and improves sleep quality.

After Meals: 

Chamomile tea can be consumed after meals to aid digestion. It may help reduce bloating, cramping, and indigestion, making it a suitable option for those with digestive issues to promote better digestion after a heavy meal.

During Stressful Situations:

 Whenever you feel stressed, anxious, or overwhelmed, sipping on chamomile tea can be a soothing and natural way to alleviate tension and promote relaxation. It can be especially beneficial during stressful times at work or before important events.

Mid-Afternoon Slump: 

If you experience a mid-afternoon energy dip, chamomile tea can be a refreshing alternative to caffeinated beverages. Its natural calming effects can help you relax without disrupting your sleep later in the day.

Cold and Flu Season: 

Chamomile tea is known for its immune-boosting properties, so consuming it during cold and flu season or when you feel under the weather can be beneficial. The tea's antioxidant content may help support your body's defenses against illnesses.

When You Need a Caffeine-Free Option:

 Since chamomile tea is naturally caffeine-free, it can be enjoyed at any time of day, including in the evening, without interfering with your sleep patterns.

Ultimately, the best time to drink chamomile herbal tea is when you feel you could benefit from its calming and therapeutic effects. If you have any specific health concerns or conditions, consult your healthcare provider to determine the best time and frequency for consuming chamomile tea.

Benefits of taking Chamomile Herbal tea

Chamomile herbal tea offers potential health benefits, making it a beloved and time-tested remedy for various ailments. Here are some of the benefits of taking chamomile herbal tea:

Promotes Relaxation and Reduces Stress: 

Chamomile tea has a calming effect on the nervous system. Chamomile herbal tea can help reduce anxiety, stress, and promote relaxation, making it an excellent beverage for unwinding after a long day.

Aids in Better Sleep:

 Chamomile tea is a natural sleep aid. Its soothing properties can help improve sleep quality and may be particularly beneficial for individuals struggling with insomnia or sleep disturbances.

Supports Digestive Health:

 Chamomile has anti-inflammatory and antispasmodic properties that can help soothe the digestive system. Chamomile tea may alleviate indigestion, bloating, gas, and stomach cramps.

Boosts Immune System:

 Chamomile tea contains antioxidants that can help strengthen the immune system. Regular consumption may support your body's defense against infections and illnesses.

Reduces Menstrual Discomfort:

 For some women, chamomile tea may help ease menstrual cramps and discomfort due to its anti-inflammatory and muscle-relaxing properties.

Provides Skin Benefits:

 Topical application of cooled chamomile tea or using chamomile tea bags as compresses may help soothe skin irritations, including rashes, sunburns, and mild skin conditions.

May Lower Blood Sugar Levels:

 Some research suggests that chamomile tea may help regulate blood sugar levels and improve insulin sensitivity for individuals with diabetes.

Supports Heart Health:

 Chamomile tea's antioxidant content supports heart health by reducing oxidative stress and inflammation.

Acts as an Antioxidant: 

Chamomile tea is rich in antioxidants, such as flavonoids, which help neutralize harmful free radicals in the body and protect cells from damage.

Natural Anti-Inflammatory: 

Chamomile contains compounds with anti-inflammatory properties, which may help alleviate conditions like arthritis and other inflammatory disorders.

Supports Respiratory Health:

 Drinking chamomile tea can help ease symptoms of common respiratory conditions, such as colds, allergies, and sore throats, due to its soothing and anti-inflammatory effects.

What are the risk factors of taking herbal tea?

Allergic Reactions: 

If you have a known allergy to plants in the Asteraceae family, such as ragweed, daisies, marigolds, or chrysanthemums, you may be at risk of allergic reaction to chamomile. Allergic reactions to chamomile can range from mild skin irritation to more severe symptoms like difficulty breathing. If you experience any signs of an allergic reaction, such as itching, hives, or swelling, stop consuming chamomile tea and seek medical attention.

Interaction with Medications:

 Chamomile may interact with certain medications, including blood thinners, anticoagulants, sedatives, and medicine metabolized by the liver. If you are taking any prescription medications, consult your healthcare provider before consuming chamomile tea.

Pregnancy and Breastfeeding:

 Pregnant women and breastfeeding mothers should exercise caution when consuming chamomile tea. While chamomile is generally considered safe, large quantities may have uterine-stimulating effects, potentially posing a risk during pregnancy. It's best to consult healthcare professionals before using chamomile tea during these stages.

Sedative Effects: 

Chamomile tea may cause mild sedation and drowsiness, especially when consumed in large quantities or combined with other sedative medications. Avoid driving or operating heavy machinery if you feel excessive drowsy after drinking chamomile tea.

Sensitivity to Ragweed: 

Chamomile and ragweed share a similar profile of allergenic proteins. If you are sensitive to ragweed, chamomile may trigger a reaction.

Children and Infants: 

While chamomile tea is safe for children and infants to soothe digestive issues or promote better sleep, it's essential to use it in moderation and consult with a pediatrician before giving it to young children.

Preparing Safe Tea: 

Use genuine chamomile flowers and follow proper preparation guidelines to avoid contamination or adulteration with other plants or substances.
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              /products/rose-oil
              Rose Oil
              Rs.235
              SAC-Amden Rose Oil is an exquisite essential oil that will invigorate your senses and provide several benefits. Our Rose Oil is extracted from the finest rose petals by gently and meticulously steam distillation, ensuring that every drop is of the highest quality.

This luxurious oil boasts a sweet, floral fragrance that is calming and uplifting, making it perfect for aromatherapy and relaxation. Its natural antibacterial properties make it an excellent addition to your skincare routine, helping to soothe and moisturize your skin while reducing the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

Our Rose Oil is also rich in antioxidants, making it an effective remedy for skin inflammation and pain relief. It can also help to boost your mood and reduce stress, making it an ideal addition to your daily self-care routine.

At SAC-Amden, we are committed to providing our customers with only the best quality products, and our Rose Oil is no exception. It is 100% pure and natural, free from harmful chemicals or additives. We package our Rose Oil in a dark glass bottle to preserve its potency and purity, and it comes with a convenient dropper for easy and mess-free application.

Experience the benefits of our premium Rose Oil and see how it can transform your skincare routine and enhance your overall well-being. Get it now and enjoy the soothing, luxurious fragrance and powerful therapeutic properties of incredible Rose essential oil.

How can you use Rose oil?

Rose oil has a variety of uses, and it can use in different ways depending on your needs. Here are some ways you can use rose oil:

Aromatherapy: Add a few drops of rose oil to a diffuser or humidifier to enjoy its aromatic benefits. The sweet, floral scent can help to reduce stress, promote relaxation, and enhance your mood.

Skincare: Few drops of rose oil are diluted with a carrier oil, such as jojoba oil or sweet almond oil, and applied to your skin. Rose oil can help to hydrate and nourish your skin, reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, and soothe skin irritations.

Massage: Mix a few drops of rose oil with a carrier oil and use it for a relaxing massage. The oil can help to ease muscle tension, reduce stress, and enhance relaxation.

Bath: Add a few drops of rose oil to your bathwater to create a luxurious and relaxing spa-like experience. The oil can help to soothe your skin, reduce stress, and promote relaxation.

Perfume: Use a drop or two of rose oil as a natural perfume. The oil's sweet and floral scent can help you smell great while providing therapeutic benefits.

When using rose oil, it's essential to dilute it with a carrier oil before applying it to your skin. Also, avoid using rose oil if you're allergic to roses or have sensitive skin. As with any essential oil, it's best to do a patch test before applying it to your face.

Risk of using Rose oil

Although rose oil is generally considered safe, there are some potential risks associated with its use:

Skin irritation: Some people may experience skin irritation or an allergic reaction when using rose oil. Dilute rose oil with carrier oil before applying it to your skin, and do a patch test before using it on a larger area of your skin.

Sensitivity to sunlight: Rose oil can increase your sensitivity and lead to sunburn or skin damage on exposure to sunlight. Avoid sun exposure for at least 12 hours after using rose oil on your skin.

Drug interactions: Rose oil can interact with certain medications, including blood thinners and antidepressants. If you're taking any medication, Consult your healthcare provider before using rose oil.

Children: It's important to keep all essential oils out of reach of children to avoid accidental ingestion.

Consult with your healthcare provider if you have any concerns or medical conditions.

Conclusion

In conclusion, rose oil is a versatile and beneficial essential oil to reduce stress, hydrate your skin, or enhance your mood, rose oil. Avoid using it if you're allergic to roses or have sensitive skin. Rose oil can be a great addition to your self-care routine.
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              /products/beard-grooming-growth-and-maintenance-kit-professional-series-sac
              Professional Beard Kit for Grooming, Growth & Maintenance Kit - Professional Beard Oil+Moustache Oil+Beard Serum+Beard Bar+Body Lotion+Face Towel
              Rs.3,375
              Unlock the secrets to perfect beard care with SAC S AMDEN’s Professional Beard Kit! Our 7-in-1 set contains everything you need for a groomed, healthy-looking beard: Beard Oil, Moustache Oil, Beard Bar, Shampoo, Body Lotion, Softener Serum, and a Face Towel – all with a proud heritage extending back to 1948.
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              Ubtan Powder with Saffron
              Rs.250
              UBTAN POWDER WITH SAFFRON - 100 gm SAC 
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          Chicken Cubes - Chicken Stock (24 Pack, 48 Cubes Per Box)
          Rs.750
          Rs.638
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              /products/chicken-soup-cubes
              Chicken Cubes - Chicken Stock (24 Pack, 48 Cubes Per Box)
              Rs.638
              Introducing SAC-Amden premium quality chicken cubes, the perfect addition to your kitchen pantry for creating delicious and flavorful dishes in just minutes. Our chicken cubes are made from the finest quality chicken meat, carefully selected and blended with just the right amount of herbs and spices to deliver an unparalleled taste.

Benefits

Chicken cubes save a lot of time for chicken devourers.

Convenient:Our chicken cubes are extremely easy to use, making cooking faster and more efficient.

Versatile:These cubes can enhance the flavor of various dishes, such as soups, stews, gravies, and casseroles. It can add a chicken flavor to your favorite lentils.

Long shelf life:Our chicken cubes are packed with care to ensure long shelf life, making them a great addition to your pantry for regular use.

Precautions

Take limited quantity for high blood pressure patients:Like many other pre-made seasonings, our chicken cubes contain sodium. In hypertensive patients, give it carefully.

Not suitable for vegetarians or vegans:Our chicken cubes are made with real chicken meat, making them unsuitable for vegetarians or vegans.

Uses

Soup base:Add a chicken cube to boiling water to create a delicious soup base customized with vegetables, noodles, or other ingredients.

Marinades:Crush a chicken cube and mix it with oil and other seasonings to create a flavorful marination for chicken or other meats.

Seasoning:Use SAC chicken cubes by grating and sprinkling them as seasoning to flavor your stews, casseroles, gravies, and other dishes.

Three premium packets of chicken cubes available at SAC-Amdem

Are you looking for a convenient way to add delicious chicken flavor to your dishes? Look no further than our chicken cubes! Available in three convenient packet sizes, our chicken cubes are the perfect addition to your pantry.

Our two-cube packet is perfect for trying out our product for the first time or for occasional use. It's a great way to add flavor to one person's dish, such as a single serving of soup or a small casserole.

Our 24-cube packet is perfect for regular use in the kitchen. It's a great size for families or individuals who love to cook and want to ensure they always have our chicken cubes on hand. With 24 cubes, you'll have enough to create multiple dishes without the need to restock constantly.

For those who want to stock up or run a restaurant or catering business, our 48-cube packet is the ideal choice. This large packet ensures you never run out of chicken cubes. It will add value to daily cooking.

Our chicken cubes are made from the finest quality chicken meat, blended with herbs and spices to deliver an unparalleled taste. With our chicken cubes, you can easily enhance the flavor of any dish.

So whether you're a home cook or a professional chef, our chicken cubes are the perfect way to add delicious chicken flavor to your dishes. Choose two cube, 24 cube, or 48 cube packets and start cooking up a storm today!

What is the difference between chicken cubes and bouillon cube?

The bouillon cube is the concentrated vegetable broth to add flavor to soups, stews, sauces, and other dishes. Conversely, a stock cube is composed of meat or poultry broth and serves a similar purpose. It's important to note that vegetarian and non-vegetarian variations of these products are available.

Conclusion

In conclusion, our chicken cubes are a must-have for anyone who loves to cook and wants to add rich and savory flavors to their dishes. The chicken cube's convenience, versatility, and long shelf life make them a great addition to any pantry. Try them out today and elevate your cooking game to the next level!
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          Pack of Rose Oil and Orange Oil
          
          Rs.320
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              /products/pack-of-rose-oil-and-orange-oil
              Pack of Rose Oil and Orange Oil
              Rs.320
              Pack of 2 Oils
 

- Rose Oil and
 

- Orange Oil
 

- Best Summer Oil
 

- SAC
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          Glycerine Oil + Orange Oil + Rosemary Oil (Pack of 3)
          
          Rs.800
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              /products/glycerine-oil-orange-oil-rosemary-oil-pack-of-3
              Glycerine Oil + Orange Oil + Rosemary Oil (Pack of 3)
              Rs.800
              Essential Oil helps increase blood flow, relieves discomfort associated with inflammation, headaches, and more - boosting immune health and uplifting the senses. Feel a gentle, soothing sensation while reducing pulse rate for a cheerful, calming effect.
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          Ward Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
          
          Rs.450
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              /products/ward-incense-sticks
              Ward Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
              Rs.450
              Ward Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - (18 sticks per box)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

- 6 boxes (18 sticks per box)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time
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          Moustache Oil 10ml For Growth and Nourishment
          Rs.350
          Rs.263
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              /products/moustache-oil
              Moustache Oil 10ml For Growth and Nourishment
              Rs.263
              Carry Moustache Oil 10ml with you everywhere! Best for growing a strong, full-looking moustache. Fill in your bald spots and get that 'Tao' that you've been dreaming of. Our lightest oil gives you a perfect look without weighing down your facial hair. From the expert SAC, S-Amden Group of Companies, Est. 1948.
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          Lemon Ginger Herbal Green Tea (20 Sachets Per Pack)
          
          Rs.410
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              /products/lemon-ginger-herbal-tea-20-sachets-per-pack
              Lemon Ginger Herbal Green Tea (20 Sachets Per Pack)
              Rs.410
              	
SAC-Amden introduces a refreshing and aromatic herbal tea, a blend of all-natural ingredients carefully curated to provide you with a soothing and delicious tea-drinking experience. Our herbal tea is the perfect choice for a healthy beverage seeker free from artificial flavors and caffeine.

Our herbal tea obtains from the finest quality herbs, flowers, and fruits, including chamomile, lavender, lemon ginger, moringa, and rosemary. Each ingredient is carefully selected and possesses a unique flavor and aroma.

Chamomile is known for its calming properties and is a natural remedy for insomnia and anxiety. Lavender causes relaxation in the body and mind and is often used to relieve stress and promote sleep. Lemon with ginger has a refreshing citrus flavor and is known for its ability to promote relaxation and ease digestion. Licorice and mint herbal tea ease digestion. Moringa herbal tea boosts immunity, while senna has laxative and body weight loss properties. 

Our herbal tea is easy to prepare and can be enjoyed hot or cold. Steep a tea bag in hot water for 3-5 minutes and enjoy the aroma and flavor of our all-natural ingredients. Our tea is also naturally caffeine-free, making it an ideal beverage choice for all times, day or night.

Experience the refreshing taste and numerous health benefits of our herbal tea today. Order online and enjoy the convenience of having it delivered straight to your doorstep.

The best time to take Herbal tea

The best time to drink herbal tea can depend on particular herbs used in the tea blend and the individual's preference. However, here are some general guidelines:

Before bedtime: Many herbal teas, such as chamomile and lavender, have calming properties that help relax the body and promote better sleep. Drinking herbal tea before bed may help you de-stress and get a more restful night's sleep.

After meals: Certain herbal teas, such as mint or ginger, can aid digestion and soothe an upset stomach. Drinking a cup of tea after meals may help promote healthy digestion.

In the morning: Herbal teas have energizing ingredients, such as ginseng or rosemary, that give a natural boost of energy and help you start your day off on the right foot.

Throughout the day: Many herbal teas, such as green tea or moringa, contain antioxidants that can help boost immunity and promote overall health. Drinking herbal tea throughout the day can provide a refreshing and healthy beverage option.

Ultimately, the best time to drink herbal tea depends on your preferences and the specific benefits you want from the tea. It is always best to consult a healthcare professional before adding herbal tea or supplement to your routine.

Benefits of taking Herbal tea

Some of the potential benefits of drinking herbal tea:

Antioxidant properties: Herbal teas of SAC black seed herbal tea are high in antioxidants, which can help protect the body against damage from harmful free radicals and reduce the risk of chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer, and Alzheimer's.

Boosts immunity: Herbal teas like moringa and ginger contain immune-boosting properties that help ward off infections and illnesses.

Promotes relaxation: Herbal teas such as chamomile and lavender have calming properties that can help reduce stress and anxiety, promote a relaxing effect, and improve sleep quality.

Supports heart health: Certain herbal tea links to improved heart health by lowering blood pressure, reducing inflammation, and improving cholesterol levels.

Anti-inflammatory: Chamomile and ginger are herbs commonly used in herbal teas and known for their anti-inflammatory properties can help reduce inflammation throughout the body and may benefit conditions such as arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease.

Overall, the potential benefits of herbal tea are vast and varied, depending on the herbs used in the tea blend. It is important to note that while herbal teas are generally considered safe, it is always best to consult with a healthcare professional before adding any herbal tea or supplement to your routine.

What are the risk factors of taking herbal tea?

While herbal tea is generally considered safe, here are some risk factors you should not avoid.

Interactions with medications: Some herbs used in herbal teas can interact with some medicine and cause side effects. It is essential to consult with a healthcare professional before adding any herbal tea to your routine, especially if you are taking medication.

Allergic reactions: Some people may have allergies or sensitivities to certain herbs used in herbal tea, such as hives, swelling, or difficulty breathing after drinking herbal tea. Stop drinking the tea immediately if you observe any of these symptoms.

Pregnancy and breastfeeding: Some herbal teas can cause harmful effects on pregnant or breastfeeding women and their babies. It is crucial to consult with a healthcare professional before drinking herbal tea.

Overconsumption: Drinking large amounts of herbal tea can cause side effects such as nausea, dizziness, and headaches. Follow the recommended dosage instructions and do not exceed the recommended daily intake of any herbal tea.

Herbal tea can be a healthy and enjoyable beverage, always be aware of the potential risk factors and consult with a healthcare professional before adding any herbal tea to your routine, especially if you have any underlying health conditions or are taking medication.
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          Beard Moisturising-Lotion+Face Towel
          Rs.350
          Rs.263
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              /products/beard-moisturising-lotion-face-towel
              Beard Moisturising-Lotion+Face Towel
              Rs.263
               

Refresh your beard with our top-quality, grey-hued face towel and 250ml of luxurious moisturizing lotion. Protect and pamper your beard with this soft and gentle combination!
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          Woods Incense sticks- Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
          
          Rs.450
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              /products/woods-incense-sticks
              Woods Incense sticks- Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
              Rs.450
              Woods Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - (18 sticks per box)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

- 6 boxes (18 sticks per box)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time
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          Love Incense sticks- Aggarbati (Pack of 3)
          
          Rs.120
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              /products/love-incense-sticks
              Love Incense sticks- Aggarbati (Pack of 3)
              Rs.120
              Love Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - ((Pack of 3)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

-(Pack of 3)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time
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          Ghilaf e Kaaba  Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
          
          Rs.450
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              /products/ghilaf-e-kaaba-incense-sticks
              Ghilaf e Kaaba  Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
              Rs.450
              Ghilaf e Kaaba  Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - (18 sticks per box)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

- 6 boxes (18 sticks per box)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time.
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          Musk Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
          
          Rs.450
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              /products/musk-incense-sticks
              Musk Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
              Rs.450
              Musk Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - (18 sticks per box)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

- 6 boxes (18 sticks per box)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time
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          Rose Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
          
          Rs.450
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              /products/rose-incense-sticks
              Rose Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
              Rs.450
              Rose Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - (18 sticks per box)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

- 6 boxes (18 sticks per box)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time
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          Sandal Mysore Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
          
          Rs.450
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              /products/sandal-incense-sticks
              Sandal Mysore Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
              Rs.450
              Sandal Mysore Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - (18 sticks per box)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

- 6 boxes (18 sticks per box)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time
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          Lavender Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
          
          Rs.450
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              /products/lavender-incense-sticks
              Lavender Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
              Rs.450
              Lavender Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - (18 sticks per box)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

- 6 boxes (18 sticks per box)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time.
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          2 in 1  Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
          
          Rs.450
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              /products/2-in-1-incense-sticks
              2 in 1  Incense sticks - Aggarbati (pack of 6 boxes)
              Rs.450
              2 in 1  Aggarbati - Incense Sticks - (18 sticks per box)- SAC

- Aggarbati

- Strong Fragrance

- Incense Sticks - high quality, strong sticks

- 6 boxes (18 sticks per box)

- a Product of SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies -Est 1948

Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time.
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          Henna Cone 40gm Cone
          
          Rs.50
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              /products/henna-cone
              Henna Cone 40gm Cone
              Rs.50
              henna cone

- 40 gm per cone

- styling,

- mehndi

- SAC
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          Black Henna 40gm
          
          Rs.50
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              /products/black-henna
              Black Henna 40gm
              Rs.50
              Black henna cone - 40 gm per cone - styling, mehndi - SAC - 40 gm per cone - styling, - mehndi - SAC
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          Black Henna Pack of 12
          
          Rs.600
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              /products/black-henna-pack-of-12
              Black Henna Pack of 12
              Rs.600
              henna cone pack of 12 - 40 gm per cone - styling, - mehndi - SAC
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          Henna Cone Pack Of 12
          
          Rs.600
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              /products/henna-cone-pack-of-12
              Henna Cone Pack Of 12
              Rs.600
              henna conepack of 12 - 40 gm per cone - styling, - mehndi - SAC
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          Al Oudh Attar 6ml with Roll On
          
          Rs.320
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              /products/al-oudh-attar
              Al Oudh Attar 6ml with Roll On
              Rs.320
              Oudh - 6 ml - Attar - roll on bottle - long lasting - SAC

roll on bottle


long lasting


SAC; S-AmdenGroup of Companies, Est 1948


Premium Product

Easy application

Soothing fragrance

High quality

roll ons included
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          Biryani Essence Flavor - 25ml
          Rs.120
          Rs.102
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              /products/biryani
              Biryani Essence Flavor - 25ml
              Rs.102
              We are introducing SAC Amden Company's flagship product: Food Essences. Our food essences formulate to enhance the flavors of your culinary creations, providing an exquisite taste experience for our customers.

Our food essences come in various flavors, from sweet to savory, composing the highest quality ingredients. They are perfect for enhancing the taste of baked goods, sauces, and marinades.

Essences are easy to use, and just a few drops can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish. 

At SAC Amden Company, we are confident in our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. Our food essences are made with the utmost care and attention to detail, ensuring that every drop delivers the same delicious flavor every time.

So if you want to take your culinary creations to the next level, try SAC Amden Company's food essences today. Your taste buds (and your customers) will thank you!

Benefits

Talking about the advantages of SAC-Amden food essences, here are some benefits

Enhanced flavor: Our food essences enhance the flavors of your dishes, making them more delicious and appealing to your customers.

Versatility: Our food essences can be used in different dishes, including baked goods, sauces, and marinades, making them versatile ingredients to keep in your kitchen.

Easy to use: Just a few drops of our food essences can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish, making them a convenient and user-friendly product.

High-quality ingredients: Our food essences are well known for using only the highest quality ingredient to ensure consistent and delicious flavor every time.

Wide range of flavors:We offer a wide range of flavors, catering to your tastes and preferences.

Limitations

Effect of artificial flavoring: Some consumers may be wary of using food essences, as they are artificial flavorings rather than natural ingredients.

Try-out SAC essence with certain dishes. Be creative!

While our food essences are versatile, they may not work well with all types of dishes, so experimentation may be necessary to find the right combination of flavors.

How to use it?

Using food essence is easy to use. Here are some general guidelines:

Determine the appropriate amount: The amount of food essence should be according to the recipe and your taste preferences. As a general rule of thumb, start with a small amount, such as a drop or two, and gradually add more if needed because a small amount can put an abrupt flavor to your dish.

Add to your recipe: Essence can add during or after cooking or baking, depending on the recipe. For example, you would typically add the food essence to the batter before baking the cake.

Mix well: Once you have added the food essence, mix it well to evenly distribute it.

Store Essence properly: Store your food essence in a cool, dry place, away from direct sunlight and heat. 

Food essence is a simple and effective way to enhance the flavors of your dishes and create delicious culinary creations.

Essence variation

Food essence comes in different flavors.

Vanilla essence: We use vanilla essence in baked goods, ice cream, and coffee. It adds a sweet and warm flavor to dishes.

Lemon essence: Lemon essence comes in a bright and tangy flavor that is perfect for desserts and savory dishes. It will add zesty flavor to cakes, tarts, and pies. It can add a fresh and citrusy flavor to fish and poultry dishes.

Almond essence: Almond essence has a sweet and nutty flavor often used in baking. It enhances the taste of cookies, cakes, and pastries. It also adds a rich and nutty flavor to smoothies and drinks.

Chocolate essence: Chocolate essence gives a rich flavor to desserts and drinks. It can add flavor to cakes, cookies, and brownies. Add a chocolatey flavor to milkshakes, smoothies, and coffee drinks by adding a few drops of chocolate essence.

Strawberry essence: Strawberry essence has a sweet and fruity flavor that is perfect for desserts and drinks. It adds flavor to cakes, ice cream, and smoothies. It gives a fruity flavor to cocktails and mocktails.

Spicy Essence range: Essences that add spice to your savory dishes are;

Biryani essence: Biryani essence is a blend of spices for delicious biryani. It can also be used in other rice dishes, such as pulao or fried rice, to add a spicy and aromatic flavor.

BBQ essence: BBQ essence is a smoky and savory flavor perfect for grilling and bbq dishes. Add flavor to marinades, sauces, and rubs for chicken, mutton, and beef.

Garam masala essence: Garam masala essence is a blend of spices commonly used in Indian cuisine. It can add a warm and complex flavor to curries, soups, and stews. It can use as a seasoning for vegetables and meats.

Achar essence: Achar essence is a tangy and spicy flavor used in pickling. It will add sour and spicy flavors to chutneys, salads, or marinades.

Experimentation and creativity are encouraged for endless possibilities of SAC Amden food essence flavorings.

Conclusion

SAC Amden Company's food essences are essential for anyone who loves to cook and wants to take their dishes to the next level. Our food essences use the highest quality ingredients, ensuring consistent and delicious flavor every time. Our food essences are versatile and a must-have in any kitchen. The food essences conveniently enhance the flavors of your dishes and elevate your culinary creations.
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              /products/jojoba-oil
              Jojoba Oil
              Rs.320
              Creativity is the essence of our Bussines*SAC has the ability to see beyond tha horizon and create tommorow's trends today.Our Creatives skills are what set SAC apart from others.We place all of our creative,scientific and technical know-how at the service of our customers who we.We engage through Commitment to Discover,Fullfill our customers's needs,Delivery on Time.
 Jojoba Oil 

 - For Hair 
 - Skin
 - SAC
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              /products/vanilla
              Vanilla Essence Flavor - 25ml
              Rs.102
              We are introducing SAC Amden Company's flagship product: Food Essences. Our food essences formulate to enhance the flavors of your culinary creations, providing an exquisite taste experience for our customers.

Our food essences come in various flavors, from sweet to savory, composing the highest quality ingredients. They are perfect for enhancing the taste of baked goods, sauces, and marinades.

Essences are easy to use, and just a few drops can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish. 

At SAC Amden Company, we are confident in our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. Our food essences are made with the utmost care and attention to detail, ensuring that every drop delivers the same delicious flavor every time.

So if you want to take your culinary creations to the next level, try SAC Amden Company's food essences today. Your taste buds (and your customers) will thank you!

Benefits

Talking about the advantages of SAC-Amden food essences, here are some benefits

Enhanced flavor: Our food essences enhance the flavors of your dishes, making them more delicious and appealing to your customers.

Versatility: Our food essences can be used in different dishes, including baked goods, sauces, and marinades, making them versatile ingredients to keep in your kitchen.

Easy to use: Just a few drops of our food essences can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish, making them a convenient and user-friendly product.

High-quality ingredients: Our food essences are well known for using only the highest quality ingredient to ensure consistent and delicious flavor every time.

Wide range of flavors:We offer a wide range of flavors, catering to your tastes and preferences.

Limitations

Effect of artificial flavoring: Some consumers may be wary of using food essences, as they are artificial flavorings rather than natural ingredients.

Try-out SAC essence with certain dishes. Be creative!

While our food essences are versatile, they may not work well with all types of dishes, so experimentation may be necessary to find the right combination of flavors.

How to use it?

Using food essence is easy to use. Here are some general guidelines:

Determine the appropriate amount: The amount of food essence should be according to the recipe and your taste preferences. As a general rule of thumb, start with a small amount, such as a drop or two, and gradually add more if needed because a small amount can put an abrupt flavor to your dish.

Add to your recipe: Essence can add during or after cooking or baking, depending on the recipe. For example, you would typically add the food essence to the batter before baking the cake.

Mix well: Once you have added the food essence, mix it well to evenly distribute it.

Store Essence properly: Store your food essence in a cool, dry place, away from direct sunlight and heat. 

Food essence is a simple and effective way to enhance the flavors of your dishes and create delicious culinary creations.

Essence variation

Food essence comes in different flavors.

Vanilla essence: We use vanilla essence in baked goods, ice cream, and coffee. It adds a sweet and warm flavor to dishes.

Lemon essence: Lemon essence comes in a bright and tangy flavor that is perfect for desserts and savory dishes. It will add zesty flavor to cakes, tarts, and pies. It can add a fresh and citrusy flavor to fish and poultry dishes.

Almond essence: Almond essence has a sweet and nutty flavor often used in baking. It enhances the taste of cookies, cakes, and pastries. It also adds a rich and nutty flavor to smoothies and drinks.

Chocolate essence: Chocolate essence gives a rich flavor to desserts and drinks. It can add flavor to cakes, cookies, and brownies. Add a chocolatey flavor to milkshakes, smoothies, and coffee drinks by adding a few drops of chocolate essence.

Strawberry essence: Strawberry essence has a sweet and fruity flavor that is perfect for desserts and drinks. It adds flavor to cakes, ice cream, and smoothies. It gives a fruity flavor to cocktails and mocktails.

Spicy Essence range: Essences that add spice to your savory dishes are;

Biryani essence: Biryani essence is a blend of spices for delicious biryani. It can also be used in other rice dishes, such as pulao or fried rice, to add a spicy and aromatic flavor.

BBQ essence: BBQ essence is a smoky and savory flavor perfect for grilling and bbq dishes. Add flavor to marinades, sauces, and rubs for chicken, mutton, and beef.

Garam masala essence: Garam masala essence is a blend of spices commonly used in Indian cuisine. It can add a warm and complex flavor to curries, soups, and stews. It can use as a seasoning for vegetables and meats.

Achar essence: Achar essence is a tangy and spicy flavor used in pickling. It will add sour and spicy flavors to chutneys, salads, or marinades.

Experimentation and creativity are encouraged for endless possibilities of SAC Amden food essence flavorings.

Conclusion

SAC Amden Company's food essences are essential for anyone who loves to cook and wants to take their dishes to the next level. Our food essences use the highest quality ingredients, ensuring consistent and delicious flavor every time. Our food essences are versatile and a must-have in any kitchen. The food essences conveniently enhance the flavors of your dishes and elevate your culinary creations.
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              /products/bar-bq
              BBQ - Essence Smoke Flavor - 25ml
              Rs.102
              We are introducing SAC Amden Company's flagship product: Food Essences. Our food essences formulate to enhance the flavors of your culinary creations, providing an exquisite taste experience for our customers.

Our food essences come in various flavors, from sweet to savory, composing the highest quality ingredients. They are perfect for enhancing the taste of baked goods, sauces, and marinades.

Essences are easy to use, and just a few drops can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish. 

At SAC Amden Company, we are confident in our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. Our food essences are made with the utmost care and attention to detail, ensuring that every drop delivers the same delicious flavor every time.

So if you want to take your culinary creations to the next level, try SAC Amden Company's food essences today. Your taste buds (and your customers) will thank you!

Benefits

Talking about the advantages of SAC-Amden food essences, here are some benefits

Enhanced flavor: Our food essences enhance the flavors of your dishes, making them more delicious and appealing to your customers.

Versatility: Our food essences can be used in different dishes, including baked goods, sauces, and marinades, making them versatile ingredients to keep in your kitchen.

Easy to use: Just a few drops of our food essences can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish, making them a convenient and user-friendly product.

High-quality ingredients: Our food essences are well known for using only the highest quality ingredient to ensure consistent and delicious flavor every time.

Wide range of flavors:We offer a wide range of flavors, catering to your tastes and preferences.

Limitations

Effect of artificial flavoring: Some consumers may be wary of using food essences, as they are artificial flavorings rather than natural ingredients.

Try-out SAC essence with certain dishes. Be creative!

While our food essences are versatile, they may not work well with all types of dishes, so experimentation may be necessary to find the right combination of flavors.

How to use it?

Using food essence is easy to use. Here are some general guidelines:

Determine the appropriate amount: The amount of food essence should be according to the recipe and your taste preferences. As a general rule of thumb, start with a small amount, such as a drop or two, and gradually add more if needed because a small amount can put an abrupt flavor to your dish.

Add to your recipe: Essence can add during or after cooking or baking, depending on the recipe. For example, you would typically add the food essence to the batter before baking the cake.

Mix well: Once you have added the food essence, mix it well to evenly distribute it.

Store Essence properly: Store your food essence in a cool, dry place, away from direct sunlight and heat. 

Food essence is a simple and effective way to enhance the flavors of your dishes and create delicious culinary creations.

Essence variation

Food essence comes in different flavors.

Vanilla essence: We use vanilla essence in baked goods, ice cream, and coffee. It adds a sweet and warm flavor to dishes.

Lemon essence: Lemon essence comes in a bright and tangy flavor that is perfect for desserts and savory dishes. It will add zesty flavor to cakes, tarts, and pies. It can add a fresh and citrusy flavor to fish and poultry dishes.

Almond essence: Almond essence has a sweet and nutty flavor often used in baking. It enhances the taste of cookies, cakes, and pastries. It also adds a rich and nutty flavor to smoothies and drinks.

Chocolate essence: Chocolate essence gives a rich flavor to desserts and drinks. It can add flavor to cakes, cookies, and brownies. Add a chocolatey flavor to milkshakes, smoothies, and coffee drinks by adding a few drops of chocolate essence.

Strawberry essence: Strawberry essence has a sweet and fruity flavor that is perfect for desserts and drinks. It adds flavor to cakes, ice cream, and smoothies. It gives a fruity flavor to cocktails and mocktails.

Spicy Essence range: Essences that add spice to your savory dishes are;

Biryani essence: Biryani essence is a blend of spices for delicious biryani. It can also be used in other rice dishes, such as pulao or fried rice, to add a spicy and aromatic flavor.

BBQ essence: BBQ essence is a smoky and savory flavor perfect for grilling and bbq dishes. Add flavor to marinades, sauces, and rubs for chicken, mutton, and beef.

Garam masala essence: Garam masala essence is a blend of spices commonly used in Indian cuisine. It can add a warm and complex flavor to curries, soups, and stews. It can use as a seasoning for vegetables and meats.

Achar essence: Achar essence is a tangy and spicy flavor used in pickling. It will add sour and spicy flavors to chutneys, salads, or marinades.

Experimentation and creativity are encouraged for endless possibilities of SAC Amden food essence flavorings.

Conclusion

SAC Amden Company's food essences are essential for anyone who loves to cook and wants to take their dishes to the next level. Our food essences use the highest quality ingredients, ensuring consistent and delicious flavor every time. Our food essences are versatile and a must-have in any kitchen. The food essences conveniently enhance the flavors of your dishes and elevate your culinary creations.
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          Beard Oil Strong - 30ml  Professional Series SAC
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              /products/beard-oil-strong
              Beard Oil Strong - 30ml  Professional Series SAC
              Rs.750
              Adore your beard with Beard Oil Strong - Professional Series SAC! Our GOLD oil provides optimal nourishment for faster growth, and is crafted with the finest natural ingredients for powerful results - sans chemicals. Experience the pinnacle of beard care with the 30ml Professional Series SAC, and love your beard like never before!
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              /products/pumpkin-seed-oil-30ml
              Pumpkin Seed Oil 30ml
              Rs.235
              Pumpkin Seed Oil- 30ml- Hair Oil- Pumpkin seed oil is rich in heart-healthy fats and antioxidants- it can improve heart health,- increase hair growth- It's also very versatile- Multipurpose- can be used as cooking oil- taken as a supplement- applied to the scalp- SAC
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              /products/ginseng-herbal-tea
              Ginsing Herbal Green Tea  (20 Sachets Per Pack)
              Rs.410
              SAC-Amden introduces a refreshing and aromatic herbal tea, a blend of all-natural ingredients carefully curated to provide you with a soothing and delicious tea-drinking experience. Our herbal tea is the perfect choice for a healthy beverage seeker free from artificial flavors and caffeine.

Our herbal tea obtains from the finest quality herbs, flowers, and fruits, including chamomile, lavender, lemon ginger, moringa, and rosemary. Each ingredient is carefully selected and possesses a unique flavor and aroma.

Chamomile is known for its calming properties and is a natural remedy for insomnia and anxiety. Lavender causes relaxation in the body and mind and is often used to relieve stress and promote sleep. Lemon with ginger has a refreshing citrus flavor and is known for its ability to promote relaxation and ease digestion. Licorice and mint herbal tea ease digestion. Moringa herbal tea boosts immunity, while senna has laxative and body weight loss properties. 

Our herbal tea is easy to prepare and can be enjoyed hot or cold. Steep a tea bag in hot water for 3-5 minutes and enjoy the aroma and flavor of our all-natural ingredients. Our tea is also naturally caffeine-free, making it an ideal beverage choice for all times, day or night.

Experience the refreshing taste and numerous health benefits of our herbal tea today. Order online and enjoy the convenience of having it delivered straight to your doorstep.

The best time to take Herbal tea

The best time to drink herbal tea can depend on particular herbs used in the tea blend and the individual's preference. However, here are some general guidelines:

Before bedtime: Many herbal teas, such as chamomile and lavender, have calming properties that help relax the body and promote better sleep. Drinking herbal tea before bed may help you de-stress and get a more restful night's sleep.

After meals: Certain herbal teas, such as mint or ginger, can aid digestion and soothe an upset stomach. Drinking a cup of tea after meals may help promote healthy digestion.

In the morning: Herbal teas have energizing ingredients, such as ginseng or rosemary, that give a natural boost of energy and help you start your day off on the right foot.

Throughout the day: Many herbal teas, such as green tea or moringa, contain antioxidants that can help boost immunity and promote overall health. Drinking herbal tea throughout the day can provide a refreshing and healthy beverage option.

Ultimately, the best time to drink herbal tea depends on your preferences and the specific benefits you want from the tea. It is always best to consult a healthcare professional before adding herbal tea or supplement to your routine.

Benefits of taking Herbal tea

Some of the potential benefits of drinking herbal tea:

Antioxidant properties: Herbal teas of SAC black seed herbal tea are high in antioxidants, which can help protect the body against damage from harmful free radicals and reduce the risk of chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer, and Alzheimer's.

Boosts immunity: Herbal teas like moringa and ginger contain immune-boosting properties that help ward off infections and illnesses.

Promotes relaxation: Herbal teas such as chamomile and lavender have calming properties that can help reduce stress and anxiety, promote a relaxing effect, and improve sleep quality.

Supports heart health: Certain herbal tea links to improved heart health by lowering blood pressure, reducing inflammation, and improving cholesterol levels.

Anti-inflammatory: Chamomile and ginger are herbs commonly used in herbal teas and known for their anti-inflammatory properties can help reduce inflammation throughout the body and may benefit conditions such as arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease.

Overall, the potential benefits of herbal tea are vast and varied, depending on the herbs used in the tea blend. It is important to note that while herbal teas are generally considered safe, it is always best to consult with a healthcare professional before adding any herbal tea or supplement to your routine.

What are the risk factors of taking herbal tea?

While herbal tea is generally considered safe, here are some risk factors you should not avoid.

Interactions with medications: Some herbs used in herbal teas can interact with some medicine and cause side effects. It is essential to consult with a healthcare professional before adding any herbal tea to your routine, especially if you are taking medication.

Allergic reactions: Some people may have allergies or sensitivities to certain herbs used in herbal tea, such as hives, swelling, or difficulty breathing after drinking herbal tea. Stop drinking the tea immediately if you observe any of these symptoms.

Pregnancy and breastfeeding: Some herbal teas can cause harmful effects on pregnant or breastfeeding women and their babies. It is crucial to consult with a healthcare professional before drinking herbal tea.

Overconsumption: Drinking large amounts of herbal tea can cause side effects such as nausea, dizziness, and headaches. Follow the recommended dosage instructions and do not exceed the recommended daily intake of any herbal tea.

Herbal tea can be a healthy and enjoyable beverage, always be aware of the potential risk factors and consult with a healthcare professional before adding any herbal tea to your routine, especially if you have any underlying health conditions or are taking medication.
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              /products/zafran
              Zafran Essence Flavor - 25ml
              Rs.102
              We are introducing SAC Amden Company's flagship product: Food Essences. Our food essences formulate to enhance the flavors of your culinary creations, providing an exquisite taste experience for our customers.

Our food essences come in various flavors, from sweet to savory, composing the highest quality ingredients. They are perfect for enhancing the taste of baked goods, sauces, and marinades.

Essences are easy to use, and just a few drops can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish. 

At SAC Amden Company, we are confident in our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. Our food essences are made with the utmost care and attention to detail, ensuring that every drop delivers the same delicious flavor every time.

So if you want to take your culinary creations to the next level, try SAC Amden Company's food essences today. Your taste buds (and your customers) will thank you!

Benefits

Talking about the advantages of SAC-Amden food essences, here are some benefits

Enhanced flavor: Our food essences enhance the flavors of your dishes, making them more delicious and appealing to your customers.

Versatility: Our food essences can be used in different dishes, including baked goods, sauces, and marinades, making them versatile ingredients to keep in your kitchen.

Easy to use: Just a few drops of our food essences can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish, making them a convenient and user-friendly product.

High-quality ingredients: Our food essences are well known for using only the highest quality ingredient to ensure consistent and delicious flavor every time.

Wide range of flavors:We offer a wide range of flavors, catering to your tastes and preferences.

Limitations

Effect of artificial flavoring: Some consumers may be wary of using food essences, as they are artificial flavorings rather than natural ingredients.

Try-out SAC essence with certain dishes. Be creative!

While our food essences are versatile, they may not work well with all types of dishes, so experimentation may be necessary to find the right combination of flavors.

How to use it?

Using food essence is easy to use. Here are some general guidelines:

Determine the appropriate amount: The amount of food essence should be according to the recipe and your taste preferences. As a general rule of thumb, start with a small amount, such as a drop or two, and gradually add more if needed because a small amount can put an abrupt flavor to your dish.

Add to your recipe: Essence can add during or after cooking or baking, depending on the recipe. For example, you would typically add the food essence to the batter before baking the cake.

Mix well: Once you have added the food essence, mix it well to evenly distribute it.

Store Essence properly: Store your food essence in a cool, dry place, away from direct sunlight and heat. 

Food essence is a simple and effective way to enhance the flavors of your dishes and create delicious culinary creations.

Essence variation

Food essence comes in different flavors.

Vanilla essence: We use vanilla essence in baked goods, ice cream, and coffee. It adds a sweet and warm flavor to dishes.

Lemon essence: Lemon essence comes in a bright and tangy flavor that is perfect for desserts and savory dishes. It will add zesty flavor to cakes, tarts, and pies. It can add a fresh and citrusy flavor to fish and poultry dishes.

Almond essence: Almond essence has a sweet and nutty flavor often used in baking. It enhances the taste of cookies, cakes, and pastries. It also adds a rich and nutty flavor to smoothies and drinks.

Chocolate essence: Chocolate essence gives a rich flavor to desserts and drinks. It can add flavor to cakes, cookies, and brownies. Add a chocolatey flavor to milkshakes, smoothies, and coffee drinks by adding a few drops of chocolate essence.

Strawberry essence: Strawberry essence has a sweet and fruity flavor that is perfect for desserts and drinks. It adds flavor to cakes, ice cream, and smoothies. It gives a fruity flavor to cocktails and mocktails.

Spicy Essence range: Essences that add spice to your savory dishes are;

Biryani essence: Biryani essence is a blend of spices for delicious biryani. It can also be used in other rice dishes, such as pulao or fried rice, to add a spicy and aromatic flavor.

BBQ essence: BBQ essence is a smoky and savory flavor perfect for grilling and bbq dishes. Add flavor to marinades, sauces, and rubs for chicken, mutton, and beef.

Garam masala essence: Garam masala essence is a blend of spices commonly used in Indian cuisine. It can add a warm and complex flavor to curries, soups, and stews. It can use as a seasoning for vegetables and meats.

Achar essence: Achar essence is a tangy and spicy flavor used in pickling. It will add sour and spicy flavors to chutneys, salads, or marinades.

Experimentation and creativity are encouraged for endless possibilities of SAC Amden food essence flavorings.

Conclusion

SAC Amden Company's food essences are essential for anyone who loves to cook and wants to take their dishes to the next level. Our food essences use the highest quality ingredients, ensuring consistent and delicious flavor every time. Our food essences are versatile and a must-have in any kitchen. The food essences conveniently enhance the flavors of your dishes and elevate your culinary creations.
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              /products/aloe-oil
              Aloe Vera Oil
              Rs.235
              Celebrate winters, welcome the dry season with natural moisturiser. SAC ALOE OIL, Made with PURE ALOE VERA, for your fizzy hair and dry itchy skin! a gift from nature.to be used for hair and skin for moisture and comfort.

30ml & 60ml
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              /products/rosehip-oil
              Rosehip Oil
              Rs.320
              Rose Hip Oil 

- 30ml 

- For Skin

- Hair

- Multipurpose 

- SAC
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              /products/onion-oil-60ml
              Onion Oil
              Rs.235
              Onion Oil 30ml, 60ml, 250ml & 500ml

Onion oil is best for hair care,
Opening hair pores,
Eradicating hair germs and lice and enhancing hair growth like no other.
also used for edible purposes, for cooking, and salad dressing,
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              /products/tea-tree-oil-1
              Tea Tree Oil
              Rs.320
              Rejuvenate your Hair and Skin with 30ml, 250ml, and 500ml of 100% Natural and Potent Tea Tree Oil! Our glass bottle is securely sealed for your peace of mind, perfect for helping you to unlock your hair's potential and anti-acne benefits!
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              /products/oudh-al-maleke-perfumed-soap-100gm
              Oudh AL Maleke - Perfumed Soap - 80gm
              Rs.175
              Experience the exquisite Oudh AL Maleke 80gm aroma with our luxurious, perfumed soap! This oil-based soap produces an intense, long-lasting scent and generously foamy lather for a luxurious bathing experience.
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              Attar Rasha 6ml with Roll On
              Rs.320
              -Rasha Perfume 

- AlTaha

- 6ml

- roll ons

- SAC
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          SAC Rose Water Spray 120ml - 100% Pure Rose Water from Pink Roses
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              SAC Rose Water Spray 120ml - 100% Pure Rose Water from Pink Roses
              Rs.260
              The petals of only the finest roses are used as the source of SAC Rose Water, which is extracted at high temperatures to guard against any unwelcome bacteria. Enjoy the purest roses' in this water, perfect for all kinds of skin and cosmetics. Experience the many benefits like maintaining your skin's pH balance, controlling oils, hydrating, and preventing aging signs like wrinkles & fine lines.
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              /products/chocolate
              Chocolate Essence Flavor 25ml
              Rs.102
              We are introducing SAC Amden Company's flagship product: Food Essences. Our food essences formulate to enhance the flavors of your culinary creations, providing an exquisite taste experience for our customers.

Our food essences come in various flavors, from sweet to savory, composing the highest quality ingredients. They are perfect for enhancing the taste of baked goods, sauces, and marinades.

Essences are easy to use, and just a few drops can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish. 

At SAC Amden Company, we are confident in our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. Our food essences are made with the utmost care and attention to detail, ensuring that every drop delivers the same delicious flavor every time.

So if you want to take your culinary creations to the next level, try SAC Amden Company's food essences today. Your taste buds (and your customers) will thank you!

Benefits

Talking about the advantages of SAC-Amden food essences, here are some benefits

Enhanced flavor: Our food essences enhance the flavors of your dishes, making them more delicious and appealing to your customers.

Versatility: Our food essences can be used in different dishes, including baked goods, sauces, and marinades, making them versatile ingredients to keep in your kitchen.

Easy to use: Just a few drops of our food essences can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish, making them a convenient and user-friendly product.

High-quality ingredients: Our food essences are well known for using only the highest quality ingredient to ensure consistent and delicious flavor every time.

Wide range of flavors:We offer a wide range of flavors, catering to your tastes and preferences.

Limitations

Effect of artificial flavoring: Some consumers may be wary of using food essences, as they are artificial flavorings rather than natural ingredients.

Try-out SAC essence with certain dishes. Be creative!

While our food essences are versatile, they may not work well with all types of dishes, so experimentation may be necessary to find the right combination of flavors.

How to use it?

Using food essence is easy to use. Here are some general guidelines:

Determine the appropriate amount: The amount of food essence should be according to the recipe and your taste preferences. As a general rule of thumb, start with a small amount, such as a drop or two, and gradually add more if needed because a small amount can put an abrupt flavor to your dish.

Add to your recipe: Essence can add during or after cooking or baking, depending on the recipe. For example, you would typically add the food essence to the batter before baking the cake.

Mix well: Once you have added the food essence, mix it well to evenly distribute it.

Store Essence properly: Store your food essence in a cool, dry place, away from direct sunlight and heat. 

Food essence is a simple and effective way to enhance the flavors of your dishes and create delicious culinary creations.

Essence variation

Food essence comes in different flavors.

Vanilla essence: We use vanilla essence in baked goods, ice cream, and coffee. It adds a sweet and warm flavor to dishes.

Lemon essence: Lemon essence comes in a bright and tangy flavor that is perfect for desserts and savory dishes. It will add zesty flavor to cakes, tarts, and pies. It can add a fresh and citrusy flavor to fish and poultry dishes.

Almond essence: Almond essence has a sweet and nutty flavor often used in baking. It enhances the taste of cookies, cakes, and pastries. It also adds a rich and nutty flavor to smoothies and drinks.

Chocolate essence: Chocolate essence gives a rich flavor to desserts and drinks. It can add flavor to cakes, cookies, and brownies. Add a chocolatey flavor to milkshakes, smoothies, and coffee drinks by adding a few drops of chocolate essence.

Strawberry essence: Strawberry essence has a sweet and fruity flavor that is perfect for desserts and drinks. It adds flavor to cakes, ice cream, and smoothies. It gives a fruity flavor to cocktails and mocktails.

Spicy Essence range: Essences that add spice to your savory dishes are;

Biryani essence: Biryani essence is a blend of spices for delicious biryani. It can also be used in other rice dishes, such as pulao or fried rice, to add a spicy and aromatic flavor.

BBQ essence: BBQ essence is a smoky and savory flavor perfect for grilling and bbq dishes. Add flavor to marinades, sauces, and rubs for chicken, mutton, and beef.

Garam masala essence: Garam masala essence is a blend of spices commonly used in Indian cuisine. It can add a warm and complex flavor to curries, soups, and stews. It can use as a seasoning for vegetables and meats.

Achar essence: Achar essence is a tangy and spicy flavor used in pickling. It will add sour and spicy flavors to chutneys, salads, or marinades.

Experimentation and creativity are encouraged for endless possibilities of SAC Amden food essence flavorings.

Conclusion

SAC Amden Company's food essences are essential for anyone who loves to cook and wants to take their dishes to the next level. Our food essences use the highest quality ingredients, ensuring consistent and delicious flavor every time. Our food essences are versatile and a must-have in any kitchen. The food essences conveniently enhance the flavors of your dishes and elevate your culinary creations.
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              /products/biryani-pulao-essence-flavor-25ml
              Biryani Pulao Essence Flavor - 25ml
              Rs.102
              We are introducing SAC Amden Company's flagship product: Food Essences. Our food essences formulate to enhance the flavors of your culinary creations, providing an exquisite taste experience for our customers.

Our food essences come in various flavors, from sweet to savory, composing the highest quality ingredients. They are perfect for enhancing the taste of baked goods, sauces, and marinades.

Essences are easy to use, and just a few drops can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish. 

At SAC Amden Company, we are confident in our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. Our food essences are made with the utmost care and attention to detail, ensuring that every drop delivers the same delicious flavor every time.

So if you want to take your culinary creations to the next level, try SAC Amden Company's food essences today. Your taste buds (and your customers) will thank you!

Benefits

Talking about the advantages of SAC-Amden food essences, here are some benefits

Enhanced flavor: Our food essences enhance the flavors of your dishes, making them more delicious and appealing to your customers.

Versatility: Our food essences can be used in different dishes, including baked goods, sauces, and marinades, making them versatile ingredients to keep in your kitchen.

Easy to use: Just a few drops of our food essences can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish, making them a convenient and user-friendly product.

High-quality ingredients: Our food essences are well known for using only the highest quality ingredient to ensure consistent and delicious flavor every time.

Wide range of flavors:We offer a wide range of flavors, catering to your tastes and preferences.

Limitations

Effect of artificial flavoring: Some consumers may be wary of using food essences, as they are artificial flavorings rather than natural ingredients.

Try-out SAC essence with certain dishes. Be creative!

While our food essences are versatile, they may not work well with all types of dishes, so experimentation may be necessary to find the right combination of flavors.

How to use it?

Using food essence is easy to use. Here are some general guidelines:

Determine the appropriate amount: The amount of food essence should be according to the recipe and your taste preferences. As a general rule of thumb, start with a small amount, such as a drop or two, and gradually add more if needed because a small amount can put an abrupt flavor to your dish.

Add to your recipe: Essence can add during or after cooking or baking, depending on the recipe. For example, you would typically add the food essence to the batter before baking the cake.

Mix well: Once you have added the food essence, mix it well to evenly distribute it.

Store Essence properly: Store your food essence in a cool, dry place, away from direct sunlight and heat. 

Food essence is a simple and effective way to enhance the flavors of your dishes and create delicious culinary creations.

Essence variation

Food essence comes in different flavors.

Vanilla essence: We use vanilla essence in baked goods, ice cream, and coffee. It adds a sweet and warm flavor to dishes.

Lemon essence: Lemon essence comes in a bright and tangy flavor that is perfect for desserts and savory dishes. It will add zesty flavor to cakes, tarts, and pies. It can add a fresh and citrusy flavor to fish and poultry dishes.

Almond essence: Almond essence has a sweet and nutty flavor often used in baking. It enhances the taste of cookies, cakes, and pastries. It also adds a rich and nutty flavor to smoothies and drinks.

Chocolate essence: Chocolate essence gives a rich flavor to desserts and drinks. It can add flavor to cakes, cookies, and brownies. Add a chocolatey flavor to milkshakes, smoothies, and coffee drinks by adding a few drops of chocolate essence.

Strawberry essence: Strawberry essence has a sweet and fruity flavor that is perfect for desserts and drinks. It adds flavor to cakes, ice cream, and smoothies. It gives a fruity flavor to cocktails and mocktails.

Spicy Essence range: Essences that add spice to your savory dishes are;

Biryani essence: Biryani essence is a blend of spices for delicious biryani. It can also be used in other rice dishes, such as pulao or fried rice, to add a spicy and aromatic flavor.

BBQ essence: BBQ essence is a smoky and savory flavor perfect for grilling and bbq dishes. Add flavor to marinades, sauces, and rubs for chicken, mutton, and beef.

Garam masala essence: Garam masala essence is a blend of spices commonly used in Indian cuisine. It can add a warm and complex flavor to curries, soups, and stews. It can use as a seasoning for vegetables and meats.

Achar essence: Achar essence is a tangy and spicy flavor used in pickling. It will add sour and spicy flavors to chutneys, salads, or marinades.

Experimentation and creativity are encouraged for endless possibilities of SAC Amden food essence flavorings.

Conclusion

SAC Amden Company's food essences are essential for anyone who loves to cook and wants to take their dishes to the next level. Our food essences use the highest quality ingredients, ensuring consistent and delicious flavor every time. Our food essences are versatile and a must-have in any kitchen. The food essences conveniently enhance the flavors of your dishes and elevate your culinary creations.
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              /products/brute-perfume
              Attar Brute 6ml with Roll On
              Rs.320
              








- Brute Perfume - AlTaha - Non-alcoholic - 6ml - roll ons - SAC

- AlTaha

- 6ml

- roll ons

- SAC
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              Attar Channel 6ml with Roll On
              Rs.320
              -perfume

- Attar

- roll on bottle

- SAC; S-Amden Group of Companies, Est 1948
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          Attar Jannat-ul-firdous  6ml with Roll On
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              Attar Jannat-ul-firdous  6ml with Roll On
              Rs.320
              Attar

- Janat-ul- Firdous

- Fragrance

- 6ml

- AlTaha by SAC
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              /products/cinnamon-herbal-tea-20-sachets-per-pack
              Cinnamon Herbal Green Tea  (20 Sachets Per Pack)
              Rs.410
              Indulge in the warm and comforting aroma of SAC- Amdem's Cinnamon Herbal Tea, a delightful blend carefully curated to enhance your tea pleasure. Source from the finest cinnamon, this premium herbal tea offers a unique and enticing experience for Tea enthusiasts. With its rich and aromatic flavor, Cinnamon Herbal Tea brings a touch of natural sweetness to every sip, making it the perfect beverage to cozy up with on chilly days or unwind after a long day.

Crafted with the utmost care and dedication, this herbal tea is thoughtfully designed to fasten digestion and maintain overall well-being. SAC- Amdem ensures that only the highest quality ingredients provide a nourishing and rejuvenating tea experience. Each box contained 20 sachets, so you can conveniently enjoy the goodness of Cinnamon Herbal Tea at any time.

Let the therapeutic properties of cinnamon work their magic, bringing you delightful moments of tranquility and relaxation. Order your pack of SAC- Amdem's Cinnamon Herbal Tea online in UAE and embark on a journey of flavor and wellness with every rejuvenating cup. Savor the richness of this exquisite blend and embrace the essence of nature's goodness in each brew.

Benefits

Indulge in the captivating and health-enhancing benefits of SAC- Amdem's Cinnamon Herbal Tea, carefully curated to delight your senses and nourish your well-being. Each enchanting cup brings a treasure trove of advantages, making it more than just a delightful tea but a source of vitality and wellness.

Antioxidant Powerhouse: 

Embrace the goodness of Cinnamon Herbal Tea, brimming with antioxidants that combat free radicals, protecting your body from oxidative stress and promoting overall health.

Lower Inflammation & Improve Heart Health: 

Savor the heart-healthy benefits as Cinnamon Herbal Tea helps lower inflammation, reducing the risk of heart diseases and supporting cardiovascular well-being.

Regulate Blood Sugar: 

Delight in a cup of this exquisite tea as it aids in stabilizing blood sugar levels, making it a great companion for managing diabetes and supporting healthy insulin function.

Weight Management Support: 

Elevate your weight management journey with Cinnamon Herbal Tea, contributing to increased metabolism and helping control cravings, supporting your weight loss goals.

Immune Boost & Bacteria Fighter: 

Strengthen your immune system with the natural defense of this tea, as it battles harmful bacteria and fungi, promoting overall immunity.

Anti-Aging Wonder: 

Unlock the anti-aging secrets of Cinnamon Herbal Tea, packed with skin-nourishing properties that combat premature aging and promote a youthful glow.

Potent Anticancer Properties:

Benefit from Cinnamon's unique compounds that possess anticancer potential, offering added protection to your body.

Embrace the goodness of Cinnamon Herbal Tea - sip after sip, relish not only its enticing flavor but also the wealth of health benefits it brings. Order your pack online in UAE and embark on a journey of taste and well-being, knowing that each cup is a step towards a healthier and happier you. Let the captivating properties of this exquisite blend unfold, offering you an exquisite experience that nourishes your body and delights your soul. Cheers to a healthier and more vibrant you with Cinnamon Herbal Tea! ☕🌱

Indication & direction

The maximum frequency of cinnamon herbal tea intake in a day can vary depending on the individual and their specific health conditions. Consume cinnamon herbal tea in moderation, typically up to 2 to 3 cups in a day.

Proper indications and directions for consuming cinnamon herbal tea are as follows:

Consult a Healthcare Professional: 

Before adding cinnamon herbal tea or any herbal remedy to your daily routine, it is essential to consult with a healthcare professional, especially if you have any existing medical conditions or are taking medications.

Serving Size: 

Follow the recommended serving size indicated on the packaging or as advised by a healthcare provider.

Brewing Instructions: 

Prepare cinnamon herbal tea by steeping the tea bag or loose herbs in hot water for the recommended duration, usually 5-10 minutes, to extract the full flavor and benefits.

Avoid Excessive Consumption: 

As with any herbal tea, avoid excessive intake of cinnamon herbal tea, as consuming large amounts of cinnamon may lead to potential side effects or interactions with medications.

Monitor Your Body's Response: 

Pay attention to how your body responds to cinnamon herbal tea consumption. If you experience any adverse reactions or discomfort, discontinue use and consult your healthcare provider.

Dietary Considerations:

If you are following a specific diet plan, consider how cinnamon herbal tea fits your overall diet.

Pregnancy and Breastfeeding: 

Pregnant or breastfeeding individuals should consult their healthcare provider before consuming cinnamon herbal tea, as it may not be suitable for everyone during these periods.

Always read the product label and follow the instructions provided by the manufacturer. Additionally, remember that individual responses to herbal teas can vary, so it's essential to make informed decisions about your tea intake.

Conclusion

In conclusion, SAC Herbal Cinnamon Herbal Tea is a true testament to nature's wisdom and the art of blending. With each comforting cup, this delightful infusion transports you to a world of soothing warmth and rich flavor. The carefully sourced pure cinnamon herbs infuse the tea with health benefits, from its antioxidant properties to its potential to promote heart health and regulate blood sugar levels.

SAC Herbal Cinnamon Herbal Tea is more than just a beverage; it becomes a companion on your path to a healthier and more vibrant life. Indulge in the captivating essence of this exquisite blend and embrace the power of nature's goodness in each brew.

Whether you are looking for tranquility or wish to savor the sweet nostalgia of cinnamon's warmth, SAC Herbal Cinnamon Herbal Tea awaits to rejuvenate your senses and elevate your well-being. So, sit back, savor the flavorful embrace, and cherish the goodness SAC Herbal Cinnamon Herbal Tea brings to every cup. Cheers to a healthier and happier you with SAC Herbal Cinnamon Herbal Tea! 
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              /products/rosemarry-herbal-tea-20-sachets-per-pack
              Rosemarry Herbal Green Tea (20 Sachets Per Pack)
              Rs.410
              SAC-Amden introduces a refreshing and aromatic herbal tea, a blend of all-natural ingredients carefully curated to provide you with a soothing and delicious tea-drinking experience. Our herbal tea is the perfect choice for a healthy beverage seeker free from artificial flavors and caffeine.

Our herbal tea obtains from the finest quality herbs, flowers, and fruits, including chamomile, lavender, lemon ginger, moringa, and rosemary. Each ingredient is carefully selected and possesses a unique flavor and aroma.

Chamomile is known for its calming properties and is a natural remedy for insomnia and anxiety. Lavender causes relaxation in the body and mind and is often used to relieve stress and promote sleep. Lemon with ginger has a refreshing citrus flavor and is known for its ability to promote relaxation and ease digestion. Licorice and mint herbal tea ease digestion. Moringa herbal tea boosts immunity, while senna has laxative and body weight loss properties. 

Our herbal tea is easy to prepare and can be enjoyed hot or cold. Steep a tea bag in hot water for 3-5 minutes and enjoy the aroma and flavor of our all-natural ingredients. Our tea is also naturally caffeine-free, making it an ideal beverage choice for all times, day or night.

Experience the refreshing taste and numerous health benefits of our herbal tea today. Order online and enjoy the convenience of having it delivered straight to your doorstep.

The best time to take Herbal tea

Morning Bliss - A Perfect Start to Your Day 

Rosemary herbal tea can be a refreshing addition to your morning routine. The stimulating and aromatic qualities of rosemary herbal infusion can awaken your senses, providing a gentle boost to kickstart your day. Enjoy a cup of Rosemary Herbal Tea alongside your breakfast, and let its soothing properties set a positive tone for the day ahead.

Afternoon Revival - A Moment of Calm 

Embrace the midday tranquility with a cup of Rosemary Herbal Tea. As the day progresses, pause your busy schedule and indulge in the delightful flavors of this herbal infusion. The soothing nature of rosemary can offer a moment of calm and relaxation, providing the perfect respite during a hectic afternoon.

The Evening Serenity - Unwind and Unravel 

As the day winds down, treat yourself to the gentle embrace of Rosemary Herbal Tea. The calming effects of this herbal infusion can help you unwind after a long day, allowing you to sink into a state of serenity. Sip on a cup in the evening, before or after dinner, and let the soothing aroma of rosemary guide you into a tranquil night's rest.

The pre-Workout Elevation - Energize Your Exercise 

Get a natural pre-workout boost through rosemary Herbal Tea. Its powerful properties may provide a subtle energy lift, making it an ideal companion before engaging in physical activities. Sip on a cup of Rosemary Herbal Tea approximately 30 minutes before your workout, and let the natural goodness of rosemary elevate your exercise routine.

Anytime Wellness - Embrace the Versatility 

One of the beauties of Rosemary Herbal Tea lies in its versatility. The wonderful infusion can be savored in the morning, afternoon, or evening. It seamlessly complements your wellness journey, offering a range of health benefits with every cup. Let the magic of Rosemary Herbal Tea unfold, and relish in the goodness of this exquisite herbal blend whenever you choose to savor it.

Benefits of taking rosemary Herbal tea

Immune Support and Antioxidant Boost 

Rosemary herbal tea is filled with antioxidants that help combat free radicals in the body, providing essential support to your immune system. The abundance of antioxidants can help fortify your body's defenses, keeping you better equipped to fend off common illnesses and infections.

Digestive Aid and Bloating Relief 

Enjoy the digestive benefits of rosemary herbal tea as it aids in soothing digestive discomfort and reducing bloating. The natural properties of rosemary can help ease indigestion and promote better digestion, leaving you feeling lighter and more comfortable after meals.

Cognitive Enhancement and Memory Boost 

Embrace the cognitive benefits of Rosemary herbal tea, which improves memory and mental clarity. The invigorated aroma and constituents may enhance brain function, providing a natural boost to your cognitive abilities.

Stress Reduction and Relaxation 

Unwind with a cup of rosemary herbal tea, as its calming effects can help alleviate stress and promote relaxation. The soothing properties of rosemary can ease tension and anxiety, making it a perfect choice for moments when you need a little serenity.

Respiratory Support and Respiratory Health 

Rosemary herbal tea can offer respiratory support, help with congestion, and open the airways. Its natural properties may contribute to improved respiratory health, making it a valuable addition during seasonal changes or when facing respiratory challenges.

Antimicrobial Properties and Oral Health:

The antimicrobial properties of rosemary herbal tea can aid in maintaining oral health by combating harmful bacteria that may cause bad breath and plaque buildup. Embrace the refreshing qualities of rosemary for a naturally revitalized mouth.

Anti-Inflammatory and Joint Health: 

Savor the anti-inflammatory benefits of rosemary herbal tea, which may help reduce inflammation and relieve joint aches. Including rosemary herbal tea in your daily routine can improve health and overall mobility.

Skin and Hair Nourishment 

Rosemary herbal tea's enriching properties extend to your skin and hair. Its antioxidants can promote a healthy complexion, while the soothing effects may help reduce scalp irritation and contribute to hair health.

What are the risk factors of taking herbal tea?

Gastrointestinal Distress 

Overconsumption of rosemary herbal tea may lead to gastrointestinal discomfort. The natural compounds have stimulating effects on the digestive system, and excessive intake may cause nausea, stomach cramps, or diarrhea.

Allergic Reactions 

For some individuals, over-consumption of rosemary herbal tea may trigger allergic reactions. Allergies to rosemary can manifest as skin rashes, hives, or respiratory symptoms like sneezing and congestion. It is essential to be cautious if you have a known allergy to the herb.

Interactions with Medications 

Rosemary may interact with certain medications, including blood thinners and anticoagulants. Over-consumption of rosemary herbal tea, especially in combination with these medications, may increase the risk of bleeding or affect the medication's efficacy. It is crucial to consult with a healthcare professional if you are taking any medications.

Blood Pressure Concerns 

Excessive consumption of rosemary herbal tea may affect blood pressure levels. Rosemary has a mild hypertensive effect, which could lead to elevated blood pressure in some individuals. Those with hypertension or on blood pressure medications should exercise caution and monitor their intake.

Pregnancy and Breastfeeding Precautions 

Pregnant and breastfeeding individuals should avoid over consumption of rosemary herbal tea. The herb's stimulating properties might lead to uterine contractions, posing a risk during pregnancy. Consult healthcare professionals for guidance on safe herbal tea consumption during these periods.

Kidney Health Considerations 

Individuals with kidney issues or a history of kidney stones should be cautious with rosemary herbal tea. Rosemary contains compounds that may exacerbate kidney problems if consumed in excessive amounts.

Photo sensitivity and Sun Sensitivity 

Rosemary contains photo-toxic compounds, which can make the skin sensitive to sunlight. Over-consumption of rosemary herbal tea might increase the risk of sunburn or skin reactions when exposed to sunlight.
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              We are introducing SAC Amden Company's flagship product: Food Essences. Our food essences formulate to enhance the flavors of your culinary creations, providing an exquisite taste experience for our customers.

Our food essences come in various flavors, from sweet to savory, composing the highest quality ingredients. They are perfect for enhancing the taste of baked goods, sauces, and marinades.

Essences are easy to use, and just a few drops can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish. 

At SAC Amden Company, we are confident in our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. Our food essences are made with the utmost care and attention to detail, ensuring that every drop delivers the same delicious flavor every time.

So if you want to take your culinary creations to the next level, try SAC Amden Company's food essences today. Your taste buds (and your customers) will thank you!

Benefits

Talking about the advantages of SAC-Amden food essences, here are some benefits

Enhanced flavor: Our food essences enhance the flavors of your dishes, making them more delicious and appealing to your customers.

Versatility: Our food essences can be used in different dishes, including baked goods, sauces, and marinades, making them versatile ingredients to keep in your kitchen.

Easy to use: Just a few drops of our food essences can make a big difference in the flavor of your dish, making them a convenient and user-friendly product.

High-quality ingredients: Our food essences are well known for using only the highest quality ingredient to ensure consistent and delicious flavor every time.

Wide range of flavors:We offer a wide range of flavors, catering to your tastes and preferences.

Limitations

Effect of artificial flavoring: Some consumers may be wary of using food essences, as they are artificial flavorings rather than natural ingredients.

Try-out SAC essence with certain dishes. Be creative!

While our food essences are versatile, they may not work well with all types of dishes, so experimentation may be necessary to find the right combination of flavors.

How to use it?

Using food essence is easy to use. Here are some general guidelines:

Determine the appropriate amount: The amount of food essence should be according to the recipe and your taste preferences. As a general rule of thumb, start with a small amount, such as a drop or two, and gradually add more if needed because a small amount can put an abrupt flavor to your dish.

Add to your recipe: Essence can add during or after cooking or baking, depending on the recipe. For example, you would typically add the food essence to the batter before baking the cake.

Mix well: Once you have added the food essence, mix it well to evenly distribute it.

Store Essence properly: Store your food essence in a cool, dry place, away from direct sunlight and heat. 

Food essence is a simple and effective way to enhance the flavors of your dishes and create delicious culinary creations.

Essence variation

Food essence comes in different flavors.

Vanilla essence: We use vanilla essence in baked goods, ice cream, and coffee. It adds a sweet and warm flavor to dishes.

Lemon essence: Lemon essence comes in a bright and tangy flavor that is perfect for desserts and savory dishes. It will add zesty flavor to cakes, tarts, and pies. It can add a fresh and citrusy flavor to fish and poultry dishes.

Almond essence: Almond essence has a sweet and nutty flavor often used in baking. It enhances the taste of cookies, cakes, and pastries. It also adds a rich and nutty flavor to smoothies and drinks.

Chocolate essence: Chocolate essence gives a rich flavor to desserts and drinks. It can add flavor to cakes, cookies, and brownies. Add a chocolatey flavor to milkshakes, smoothies, and coffee drinks by adding a few drops of chocolate essence.

Strawberry essence: Strawberry essence has a sweet and fruity flavor that is perfect for desserts and drinks. It adds flavor to cakes, ice cream, and smoothies. It gives a fruity flavor to cocktails and mocktails.

Spicy Essence range: Essences that add spice to your savory dishes are;

Biryani essence: Biryani essence is a blend of spices for delicious biryani. It can also be used in other rice dishes, such as pulao or fried rice, to add a spicy and aromatic flavor.

BBQ essence: BBQ essence is a smoky and savory flavor perfect for grilling and bbq dishes. Add flavor to marinades, sauces, and rubs for chicken, mutton, and beef.

Garam masala essence: Garam masala essence is a blend of spices commonly used in Indian cuisine. It can add a warm and complex flavor to curries, soups, and stews. It can use as a seasoning for vegetables and meats.

Achar essence: Achar essence is a tangy and spicy flavor used in pickling. It will add sour and spicy flavors to chutneys, salads, or marinades.

Experimentation and creativity are encouraged for endless possibilities of SAC Amden food essence flavorings.

Conclusion

SAC Amden Company's food essences are essential for anyone who loves to cook and wants to take their dishes to the next level. Our food essences use the highest quality ingredients, ensuring consistent and delicious flavor every time. Our food essences are versatile and a must-have in any kitchen. The food essences conveniently enhance the flavors of your dishes and elevate your culinary creations.
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           Karachi
            Retail:   
SAC Store
3rd Floor, Dolmen Mall Tariq Road, Karachi



           SAC Herbal,
M.A jinnah Road, Main Light House Road, karachi 


           SAC Herbal,
Marriot Road, Karachi 


           SAC Perfumers ( Sultan Perfumers)
M.A Jinnah Road, Sultan Chambers , Karachi 


            SAC Distribution Outlet
M.A Jinnah Road, Sultan Chambers , Karachi 


           Hyderbad:
1st Floor,Boulevard Mall, Hyderabad
 


                     Lahore:
shop no. 6-7, ibraheem Plaza, Near paper mandi, Shalmi market, Lahore
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